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Disclaimer

exact information are not always public

the meaning of words sometimes (...) differs

personal experience on limited set of chips

A good overview: “ISSCC TRENDS” http://isscc.org/trends

This and other related topics have been discussed at
length at ISSCC 2015, the foremost global forum for new

developments in the integrated-circuit industry.
Next session: Jan. 31 – Feb. 4 2016, San Francisco, CA

http://isscc.org
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ONERA experience I

ONERA has been involved in several many-core projects

MARC (2009-2012): Intel Many-Core Application Research
Community academic program

MACSIMA (2013-2017): ONERA internal research project

topic: radar, planification and control-command application on
the same many-core

DREAMS (2013-2017): FP7 European project

topic: mixed-criticality on multi-core
partners: Univ. Siegen, Ikerlan s. coop, Thales, ONERA,
RealTime-At-Work, TTTech, Technische Univ. Kaiserslautern,
Fortiss, Sintef, Alstom, STMicroelectronics, Virtual Open
Systems, Technological Educational Institute of Crete,
Polytechnic Univ. of Valencia, Fentiss, TUV

CAPACITÉS (2014-2018): LEOC (Logiciel Embarqué et
Objets Connectés) french-founded project,
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ONERA experience II

topic: multicore for critical embedded systems

partners: Airbus, Airbus Helicopter, ARMINES, Dassault
Aviation, Inria, IRISA, IRIT, IS2T, Kalray, MBDA, ONERA,
OpenWide, Probayes, Real-Time At Work, Safran, Supersonic
Imagine, TIMA, Verimag

15 publications (2011-2015):
[16, 19, 23, 17, 20, 15, 21, 3, 1, 8, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14]
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Some trends [25]
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High-Performance Digital – 2015 Trends 
 
Subcommittee Chair: Stefan Rusu, Intel, Santa Clara, CA 
 
The relentless march of process technology brings more integration and energy-efficient performance to mainframes, enterprise and 
cloud servers. ISSCC 2015 features IBM’s high-frequency 8-core, 16-thread System z mainframe processor in 22nm SOI with 64MB 
of eDRAM L3 cache and 4MB/core eDRAM L2 cache. The SPARC M7 processor from Oracle implements 32 S4 cores, a 1.6TB/s 
bandwidth 64MB L3 Cache and a 0.5TB/s data bandwidth on-chip network (OCN) to deliver more than 3.0x throughput compared 
to its predecessor. 280 SerDes lanes support up to 18Gb/s line rate and 1TB/s total bandwidth. Intel’s next generation Xeon 
processor supports 18 dual-threaded 64b Haswell cores, 45MB L3 cache, 4 DDR4-2133MHz memory channels, 40 8GT/s PCIe 
lanes, and 60 9.6GT/s QPI lanes. It has 5.56B transistors in Intel’s 22nm tri-gate HKMG CMOS and achieves a 33% performance 
boost over previous generations. 
 
The chip complexity chart below shows the trend in transistor integration on a single chip over the past two decades. While the 1 
billion transistor integration threshold was achieved some years ago, we now commonly see processors incorporating more than 5B 
transistors on a die. 
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The maximum core clock frequency seems to have saturated in the range of 5-6GHz, primarily limited by thermal considerations. 
The nominal operating frequency of the power-limited processors this year is around 3.5GHz.  Core counts per die are typically 
above 10, with increases appearing to slow in recent years.  Cache size growth continues, with modern chips incorporating tens of 
MB on-die.. 
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The trend towards digital phase-locked loops (PLL) and delay locked loops (DLL) to better exploit nanometer feature size scaling, 
and reduce power and area continues. Through use of highly innovative architectural and circuit design techniques, the features of 
these digital PLLs and DLLs have improved significantly over the recent past. Another new trend evident this year is towards fully 
digital PLLs being synthesizable and operated with non-LC oscillators. The diagram below shows the jitter performance vs. energy 
cost for PLLs and multiplying DLLs (MDLL). 
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Cache memory

More cores, and more cache

cache consumes few energy

cache is efficient

But...

how to ensure cache coherency with 32 cores ?

why ?

local cache or local memory ?

implicit or explicit communications ?

message passing vs shared memory

an old/new programming way
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Network on chip

how to connect chip elements ?

NoC for SoC vs NoC for multicore

homogeneous vs heterogeneous system
access to main memory and IO

different approaches depending on manufacturer

less information than on cores
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From bus to NoC

A Survey of Research and Practices of Network-on-Chip 5

Fig. 3. Examples of communication structures in Systems-on-Chip. a) traditional bus-based communication,
b) dedicated point-to-point links, c) a chip area network.

and design automation techniques and which make for seamless iterations across
all abstraction levels. Pertaining to this, the complex, dynamic interdependency of
data streams—arising when using a shared media for data traffic—threatens to foil
the efforts of obtaining minimal interdependence between IP cores. Without special
quality-of-service (QoS) support, the performance of data communication may become
unwarrantly arbitrary [Goossens et al. 2005].

To ensure the effective exploitation of technology scaling, intelligent use of the
available chip design resources is necessary at the physical as well as at the logical
design level. The means to achieve this are through the development of effective and
structured design methods and ESL tools.

As shown, the major driving factors for the development of global communication
schemes are the ever increasing density of on-chip resources and the drive to utilize
these resources with a minimum of effort as well as the need to counteract the physical
effects of DSM technologies. The trend is towards a subdivision of processing resources
into manageable pieces. This helps reduce design cycle time since the entire chip design
process can be divided into minimally interdependent subproblems. This also allows
the use of modular verification methodologies, that is, verification at a low abstraction
level of cores (and communication network) individually and at a high abstraction level
of the system as a whole. Working at a high abstraction level allows a great degree
of freedom from lower level issues. It also tends towards a differentiation of local and
global communication. As intercore communication is becoming the performance bot-
tleneck in many multicore applications, the shift in design focus is from a traditional
processing-centric to a communication-centric one. One top-level aspect of this involves
the possibility to save on global communication resources at the application level by in-
troducing communication aware optimization algorithms in compilers [Guo et al. 2000].
System-level effects of technology scaling are further discussed in Catthoor et al. [2004].

A standardized global communication scheme, together with standard communica-
tion sockets for IP cores, would make Lego brick-like plug-and-play design styles pos-
sible, allowing good use of the available resources and fast product design cycles.

1.2. NoC in SoC

Figure 3 shows some examples of basic communication structures in a sample SoC,
for example, a mobile phone. Since the introduction of the SoC concept in the 90s,
the solutions for SoC communication structures have generally been characterized by
custom designed ad hoc mixes of buses and point-to-point links [Lahiri et al. 2001]. The

ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 38, March 2006.

Figure : From bus to NoC [2]

Bus: shared resource

Pt-to-pt: does not scale

NoC:

set of shared resources
allow parallel communications
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A common vocabulary

8 T. Bjerregaard and S. Mahadevan

Fig. 4. Topological illustration of a 4-by-4 grid structured NoC, in-
dicating the fundamental components.

which the NoC contains the following fundamental components.

—Network adapters implement the interface by which cores (IP blocks) connect to the
NoC. Their function is to decouple computation (the cores) from communication (the
network).

—Routing nodes route the data according to chosen protocols. They implement the
routing strategy.

—Links connect the nodes, providing the raw bandwidth. They may consist of one or
more logical or physical channels.

Figure 4 covers only the topological aspects of the NoC. The NoC in the figure could
thus employ packet or circuit switching or something entirely different and be imple-
mented using asynchronous, synchronous, or other logic. In Section 3, we will go into
details of specific issues with an impact on the network performance.

2.2. Architectural Issues

The diversity of communication in the network is affected by architectural issues such
as system composition and clustering. These are general properties of SoC but, since
they have direct influence on the design of the system-level communication infrastruc-
ture, we find it worthwhile to go through them here.

Figure 5 illustrates how system composition can be categorized along the axes of
homogenity and granularity of system cores. The figure also clarifies a basic difference
between NoC and networks for more traditional parallel computers; the latter have gen-
erally been homogeneous and coarse grained, whereas NoC-based systems implement
a much higher degree of variety in composition and in traffic diversity.

Clustering deals with the localization of portions of the system. Such localization
may be logical or physical. Logical clustering can be a valuable programming tool. It
can be supported by the implementation of hardware primitives in the network, for
example, flexible addressing schemes or virtual connections. Physical clustering, based
on preexisting knowledge of traffic patterns in the system, can be used to minimize
global communication, thereby minimizing the total cost of communicating, power and
performancewise.

ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 38, March 2006.

Figure : Architecture
elements[2]
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Fig. 6. The flow of data from source to sink through the NoC components with an
indication of the types of datagrams and research area.

in which the interconnection network plays an important role. Here, the NoC is a key
element in supporting a sofisticated parallel programming model.

2.3. Network Abstraction

The term NoC is used in research today in a very broad sense ranging from gate-
level physical implementation, across system layout aspects and applications, to de-
sign methodologies and tools. A major reason for the widespread adaptation of network
terminology lies in the readily available and widely accepted abstraction models for
networked communication. The OSI model of layered network communication can eas-
ily be adapted for NoC usage as done in Benini and Micheli [2001] and Arteris [2005].
In the following, we will look at network abstraction, and make some definitions to be
used later in the survey.

To better understand the approaches of different groups involved in NoC, we have
partitioned the spectrum of NoC research into four areas: 1) system, 2) network adapter,
3) network and 4) link research. Figure 6 shows the flow of data through the network,
indicating the relation between these research areas, the fundamental components of
NoC, and the OSI layers. Also indicated is the basic datagram terminology.

The system encompasses applications (processes) and architecture (cores and net-
work). At this level, most of the network implementation details may still be hidden.
Much research done at this level is applicable to large scale SoC design in general.
The network adapter (NA) decouples the cores from the network. It handles the end-
to-end flow control, encapsulating the messages or transactions generated by the cores
for the routing strategy of the Network. These are broken into packets which contain
information about their destination, or connection-oriented streams which do not, but
have had a path setup prior to transmission. The NA is the first level which is network
aware. The network consists of the routing nodes, links, etc, defining the topology and
implementing the protocol and the node-to-node flow control. The lowest level is the
link level. At this level, the basic datagram are flits (flow control units), node level
atomic units from which packets and streams are made up. Some researchers operate
with yet another subdivision, namely phits (physical units), which are the minimum
size datagram that can be transmitted in one link transaction. Most commonly flits
and phits are equivalent, though in a network employing highly serialized links, each
flit could be made up of a sequence of phits. Link-level research deals mostly with

ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 38, March 2006.

Figure : Network layers [2]

Core/tile: could be also IO/RAM

write/read messages

Network adapter

fragment/reassemble messages into packets
send/receive packets
flow control

Routing node: commutation element

send/receive flits (≈ 64bits)
also flow control
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Topologies

14 T. Bjerregaard and S. Mahadevan

Fig. 9. Regular forms of topologies scale predictably with regard to area and
power. Examples are (a) 4-ary 2-cube mesh, (b) 4-ary 2-cube torus and (c) binary
(2-ary) tree.

Fig. 10. Irregular forms of topologies are derived by
altering the connectivity of a regular structure such
as shown in (a) where certain links from a mesh have
been removed or by mixing different topologies such
as in (b) where a ring coexists with a mesh.

3.2.1. Topology. One simple way to distinguish different regular topologies is in terms
of k-ary n-cube (grid-type), where k is the degree of each dimension and n is the number
of dimensions (Figure 9), first described by Dally [1990] for multicomputer networks.
The k-ary tree and the k-ary n-dimensional fat tree are two alternate regular forms
of networks explored for NoC. The network area and power consumption scales pre-
dictably for increasing size of regular forms of topology. Most NoCs implement regular
forms of network topology that can be laid out on a chip surface (a 2-dimensional plane)
for example, k-ary 2-cube, commonly known as grid-based topologies. The Octagon NoC
demonstrated in Karim et al. [2001, 2002] is an example of a novel regular NoC topol-
ogy. Its basic configuration is a ring of 8 nodes connected by 12 bidirectional links which
provides two-hop communication between any pair of nodes in the ring and a simple,
shortest-path routing algorithm. Such rings are then connected edge-to-edge to form a
larger, scalable network. For more complex structures such as trees, finding the optimal
layout is a challenge on its own right.

Besides the form, the nature of links adds an additional aspect to the topology. In
k-ary 2-cube networks, popular NoC topologies based on the nature of link are the mesh
which uses bidirectional links and torus which uses unidirectional links. For a torus,
a folding can be employed to reduce long wires. In the NOSTRUM NoC presented in
Millberg et al. [2004], a folded torus is discarded in favor of a mesh with the argument
that it has longer delays between routing nodes. Figure 9 shows examples of regular
forms of topology. Generally, mesh topology makes better use of links (utilization), while
tree-based topologies are useful for exploiting locality of traffic.

Irregular forms of topologies are derived by mixing different forms in a hierarchical,
hybrid, or asymmetric fashion as seen in Figure 10. Irregular forms of topologies scale

ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 38, March 2006.
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Routing

Routing:

XY: follows the row first, then moves along the column
Note: reverse communication uses another path
Source routing: source set the path in the header
Adaptative:

route computed “on the fly”
minimize link/router load
research only ?
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Multicast

Multicast: sending the same data to several cores

multicast NoC: data send once, path sharing

non multicast NoC: data sent several times, path competition
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Router: managing contention

They always are contentions

arbitration is needed

⇒ link scheduling policy
⇒ storage is needed

⇒ memory allocation policy
such memory is expensive

⇒ large set of solutions
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Forwarding

Forwarding: how to transmit data?

store & forward

wormhole

virtual circuit

virtual cut-through
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Store and forward

common policy in network

send and store full packets in routers

require buffer size many times larger than packet size

23/46 M. Boyer NOC



Wormhole forwarding

like Spacewire

forward flits even while
receiving

send flits up to blocking

⇒ link flow control

allow large messages /
packets

implies blocking, and even
dead-locks
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Virtual circuit enhancement

reduces blocking

require more logic

flit tagging
VC id allocation
memory sharing
arbitration policy

allows per VC QoS
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Virtual cut-through forwarding

looks like wormhole restriction

or store&forward enhancement

send packet only if enough space in next router

⇒ require storage of full packet
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Forwarding: feedback

Per node cost
Forwarding Latency Memory

store & forward packet packet Common in networks

wormhole header header Blocking

virtual cut-through header packet A trade-off (?)

wormhole has good mean performances

... but can lead to dead-locks

virtual circuit has less blocking

... but require more memory and logic

store& forward / virtual cut-through are well known

... but require more memory or small messages
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The time-triggered approach

Build a global TDMA schedule

+ avoid any contention

+ small network delays

- require periodic tasks/communications

- does it scale ?
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Connection oriented

Avoid contention in network, by establishing core-to-core
connection, and resource reservation.

increases latency (connection establishment)

increases logic

research only ?
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Tile-based solutions

Initial architecture: [24],
MIT, 2007

Tile:

local multi-core
DRAM, I/O...

NoC between tiles

Hierarchical design

⇒ multi-core interferences +
NoC interferences
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Intel SCC architecture

 
 
 

 

Fig. 7 Router, Tile and Chip micrographs. 
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experimental processor [22]

24 tiles

2 cores per tile

2Tb/s bisection bandwidth

explicit message passing
(but virtual global
addressing)
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Fig. 7 Router, Tile and Chip micrographs. 
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Virtual Circuit forwarding

8 VC for the whole router

crossbar output
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the ring and the optimization based on the spidergon cross-

links only, the SFR method shows a few added cross-links,

meaning a limited area overhead but low performance in

terms of latency and power consumption. For the interme-

diate values of all the metrics shown in Figure 5, the Pareto

points are obtained by the FFR method, while the high per-

formance Pareto points, in terms of both network latency

and power consumption, correspond to the network config-

urations generated by SFS. Figure 5 shows as all the Pareto

solutions generated by the four methods have, as expected,

low area values with respect to spidergon, reaching the same

performance in terms of network latency or better perfor-

mance in terms of power consumption.

Figure 6 shows the STNoC topology comparison among

ring, spidergon and four custom topologies optimized for

the MPEG4 application. The four custom topologies have

been selected as the best topology for each approach in

terms of product Power ∗ Latency ∗ Area. The perfor-

mance comparison among ring, spidergon and the four cus-

tom topologies shown in Figure 6, is reported in Table 1.

The solutions have been compared in terms of network area,

average power consumption of the network, network la-

tency, area∗power∗latency product, aggregate bandwidth

and number of added links. For area, power consumption,

network latency and the area ∗ power ∗ latency product,

the results for the four custom topologies and for spidergon

are presented in Table 1 in percentage with respect to the

ring values, while for the number of added links and for the

aggregate bandwidth the reported values are absolute.

The topologies shown in Figure 6 reflect the characteris-

tics already described in Section 5. Since the Fully meth-

ods (FFR and FFS) utilize the degrees of freedom given by

the large design space to try to optimize the topology, these

topologies show ”crazy” irregular connections for the added

cross-links. The FFR solution (see Figure 6(b)) confirms the

presence of the ”short” cross-links that are consequence of

the initial mapping on the ring topology. In fact, among the

5 added cross-links, only one is ”long”. The FFS solution,

on the other side, requires to add ”long” cross-links caused

by the initial mapping on spidergon. Both solutions have

good performance results in terms of power (-7.66% and

-8.82% respectively) and latency (-19.31% and -22.76% re-

spectively) with a limited area overhead (+15.81 and +19.78

respectively) with respect to ring. Confirming the analy-

sis previously done for Figure 5, the SFR solution (adding

only 2 cross-links) shows the best results in terms of area

overhead with respect to ring (+5.92%) among all custom

solutions but with only a limited performance increment (-

3.77% and -8.03% respectively for power and network la-

tency). The Area ∗ Power ∗ Latency product for SFR

value is the worst among the four methods. On the op-

posite side, the Subset method offers the best value of the

Area ∗ Power ∗ Latency product: -21.57 with respect to
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Figure 6. STNoC topologies comparison

ring. Adding only 4 cross-links, it provides a limited area

overhead but good values for power and latency (-10.63%

and -22.62% respectively).

Table 1 also confirms the motivation of this work. In

fact, looking at the results of the two standard topologies

(ring and spidergon) it is possible to note how spidergon re-

duces the values of latency (-22.93%), power consumption

(-7.59%) and aggregate bandwidth of the network compared

to ring reducing the number of hops for each communica-

tion but increasing significantly the network area (+41.4%)

due to the router complexity. Comparing the two standard

topologies using a metric that tries to find cost/performance

trade-offs, as the case of the Area∗Power∗Latency prod-

uct, ring and spidergon behaves similarly. In this case, ring

is slightly better than spidergon for the Area ∗ Power ∗
Latency product (+0.82).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented four different approaches

used for the application-specific topology customization

of STNoC, the network on-chip architecture developed by

STMicroelectronics. Starting from different initial map-

7

A NoC for SoC (?) [5, 18]

application specific topology

Time-Triggered scheduling
soon
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Kalray architecture

A 256-cores chip [9]

torus topology

16 tiles

16 “simple” cores per
tile
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Kalray Network Adapter

Figure 2: MPPAR©-256 D-NoC Tx structure.

Figure 3: Flow constrained by a (σ, ρ) model.

so flows interfere on a node only if they share a link to the
next node. This interface performs a round-robin (RR) arbi-
tration at the packet granularity between the FIFO queues
that contain data to send on a link (Figure 4). The NoC
routers have thus been designed for simplicity while induc-
ing a minimal amount of perturbations on (σ, ρ) flows.

Figure 4: MPPAR©-256 NoC router model.

An additional benefit of the router design comes from
the association of a unique FIFO queue with each source-
destination pair. The resulting decoupling of flows and their
interaction makes the overflow of the queues on a closed
NoC circuit a necessary condition for the appearance of net-
work deadlocks. By preventing every single FIFO queue

from overflowing through NoC configuration, we eliminate
the possibility of deadlocks. It is thus not necessary to resort
to specific routing techniques such as turn-models.

2. MPPAR© D-NOC CALCULUS
The goal of the MPPAR© D-NoC calculus is to compute the

(σ,ρ) injection parameters for flows that have already been
assigned routes on the D-NoC. These parameters should
guarantee: the application minimal bandwidth requirements;
the absence of FIFO queue overflow in the D-NoC routers;
and the fairness of bandwidth allocation between the differ-
ent flows. The key MPPAR© D-NoC architectural features
that make applicable a (σ,ρ) calculus are:

• Packets are transmitted one after the other over any
link, so we avoid the aggregation issues implied by the
(min,+) network calculus: when leaky-buckets flows
are FIFO-multiplexed in rate-latency network elements,
the service curves offered to a single flow are not nec-
essarily themselves rate-latency curves [12];

• The packetization effects are taken care of by consid-
ering a suitable rate-latency type of service that is
offered by the link arbiters; precisely, the latency is
dlf = (ml − 1)Lmax (see below) and the rate is 1;

• The link arbiters are work-conserving and the NoC
injection scheme may be considered as a special case
of weighted fair queueing (WF2Q) [9].

2.1 General Problem Formulation

2.1.1 Variables and Constraints

On the MPPAR© D-NoC, the only variables considered are
the injection rates ρi associated with the bandwidth limiters
of each flow. Indeed, the window sizes are considered fixed,
thereby giving a direct relation between ρi and its corre-
sponding σi = ρi(1− ρi)Tw. The constraints applied to the
flow rates are all direct consequences of either the problem
statement or the architectural features of the D-NoC:

• Application constraints: some flows require a minimal
injection rate ρmin

i ≤ ρi.
• Link capacity constraints:

∑
f∈F (l) ρf ≤ 1 for any link

l shared by a set of flows F (l). Over-booking of links
may not occur as this will result in saturation of the
FIFO queues.

• Queue backlog constraints:
∑
f∈F (q) σ

l
f ≤ Qsize for

any FIFO queue q in front of the router arbiter of link
l, with Qsize the maximum FIFO size and F (q) the set
of flows sharing the queue.

These constraints are local and only apply to specific net-
work elements: flows, links and FIFO queues. We collect
all these constraints in order to obtain a formulation whose
solutions yields the D-NoC injection parameters. While
the link capacity constraints are straightforward, the queue
backlog constraints require more attention to details. Flows
coming from different directions and sharing the same link
for their next hop will trigger a link access round-robin arbi-
tration. A consequence of this is that their individual bursti-
ness may increase. It should be noted that when two flows

8 channels [10]

explicit communications

per channel traffic limiter

⇒ HW support for latency
computation
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An additional benefit of the router design comes from
the association of a unique FIFO queue with each source-
destination pair. The resulting decoupling of flows and their
interaction makes the overflow of the queues on a closed
NoC circuit a necessary condition for the appearance of net-
work deadlocks. By preventing every single FIFO queue

from overflowing through NoC configuration, we eliminate
the possibility of deadlocks. It is thus not necessary to resort
to specific routing techniques such as turn-models.

2. MPPAR© D-NOC CALCULUS
The goal of the MPPAR© D-NoC calculus is to compute the

(σ,ρ) injection parameters for flows that have already been
assigned routes on the D-NoC. These parameters should
guarantee: the application minimal bandwidth requirements;
the absence of FIFO queue overflow in the D-NoC routers;
and the fairness of bandwidth allocation between the differ-
ent flows. The key MPPAR© D-NoC architectural features
that make applicable a (σ,ρ) calculus are:

• Packets are transmitted one after the other over any
link, so we avoid the aggregation issues implied by the
(min,+) network calculus: when leaky-buckets flows
are FIFO-multiplexed in rate-latency network elements,
the service curves offered to a single flow are not nec-
essarily themselves rate-latency curves [12];

• The packetization effects are taken care of by consid-
ering a suitable rate-latency type of service that is
offered by the link arbiters; precisely, the latency is
dlf = (ml − 1)Lmax (see below) and the rate is 1;

• The link arbiters are work-conserving and the NoC
injection scheme may be considered as a special case
of weighted fair queueing (WF2Q) [9].

2.1 General Problem Formulation

2.1.1 Variables and Constraints

On the MPPAR© D-NoC, the only variables considered are
the injection rates ρi associated with the bandwidth limiters
of each flow. Indeed, the window sizes are considered fixed,
thereby giving a direct relation between ρi and its corre-
sponding σi = ρi(1− ρi)Tw. The constraints applied to the
flow rates are all direct consequences of either the problem
statement or the architectural features of the D-NoC:

• Application constraints: some flows require a minimal
injection rate ρmin

i ≤ ρi.
• Link capacity constraints:

∑
f∈F (l) ρf ≤ 1 for any link

l shared by a set of flows F (l). Over-booking of links
may not occur as this will result in saturation of the
FIFO queues.

• Queue backlog constraints:
∑
f∈F (q) σ

l
f ≤ Qsize for

any FIFO queue q in front of the router arbiter of link
l, with Qsize the maximum FIFO size and F (q) the set
of flows sharing the queue.

These constraints are local and only apply to specific net-
work elements: flows, links and FIFO queues. We collect
all these constraints in order to obtain a formulation whose
solutions yields the D-NoC injection parameters. While
the link capacity constraints are straightforward, the queue
backlog constraints require more attention to details. Flows
coming from different directions and sharing the same link
for their next hop will trigger a link access round-robin arbi-
tration. A consequence of this is that their individual bursti-
ness may increase. It should be noted that when two flows

virtual cut-through
forwarding

round-robin arbitration
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Real-time with NoC?
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bound Worst case Interference Time (WCIT)
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Some limits [4, 12]

Moore’s law

The transistor density doubles every generation.

Pollack’s rules

Performance (of a single core) is roughly proportional to square
root of the number of transistors.
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More limits [4, 12]

Amdahl’s law

Given a program, with fraction f ∈ [0, 1] that can be executed in
parallel. Then, the speed-up with n cores is bounded by

1

(1− f ) + f
n

(1)

Gustafson’s law

Given a program, with fraction f ∈ [0, 1] that can be executed in
parallel, n processors allows to handle a problem n

n+f (1−n) larger.

Corollary

With more processors, programmers find more parallelism in
problems...
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The power limit

Power consumption

W = CV 2f

The capacity (C ) is technology dependant.
Cache memory uses few energy.

Power GFlop/Watt

Mono/Quadri-Core 150W 7GF/W

GPGPU 300W 10GF/W

Many-core 30W 70GF/W
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Symmetric multicores ?

Forecast [12, 4]: next chips will have

a few “large” cores for sequential part

several “small” cores for parallel part

on the same chip ? (multi-core vs GPGPU)
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